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There is some excellent wine making going on in Airdrie. 

Friends Kellie Babin and Kelly Mackay both earned gold at the 

2015 WineMaker International Amateur Wine Competition, April 

10-12 in Vermont. 

“It was quite exciting, I didn’t expect to win a medal at all, let alone 

a gold and bronze,” said Mackay, explaining she shipped bottles 

to the competition and was thrilled to be successful. 

Babin was equally excited to put Airdrie’s name on the map. 

“We’ve been happy dancing [since we found out we won],” she 

said. 

Babin took gold in the White Vinifera Blend category against 67 

other entries, and Mackay beat out 50 other entries for her top 

spot in the Stone Fruit category for her apricot wine. 

Babin and Mackay also earned bronze medals. 

The competition attracted a total of 2,825 entries from 10 different countries 

Both Airdrians have been making wine from Winexpert kits for several years. 

It was Mackay’s first time entering a competition and Babin’s first entering on an international level. 

“It was new for both of us,” said Babin. 

Babin and Mackay, who are part of The Home Vintner Wine Guild, were hooked after their first attempt at 

winemaking. 

“Once you start and the result is good, you’ll just do it again,” said Babin, adding her taste in wine has changed over 

the years. 

“It’s a journey.” 

The process of making wine from a kit involves mixing the ingredients, letting the wine ferment twice while carefully 

controlling the temperature, clarifying the wine and removing any remaining C02 and sediment before bottling and 

ageing. 

It’s a bit of an art and some wines can take months to be ready for consumption. 

The duo explained the Vermont competition pit wines made from kits against wines made straight from vineyard 

grapes. 

“We know the [kits] stand up in competition,” said Babin, who added the kits allows for consistency. 

She said winemakers must have good technique and allow the wine to properly age to produce a quality product, 

noting there is a “fine balance” that can make or break the taste of a wine. 

“You have to always be thinking ahead,” said Babin, explaining she entered a wine she crafted in 2011. 

Both Babin and Mackay agreed making your own wines is beneficial because the finished products have less 

chemical ingredients than commercially sold wines and are more affordable. 

“You can create your own wine of equal quality for a lot less,” said Mackay.  
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